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Smell and Taste Disorders
Shakespeare wrote that a rose by any other
name would smell as sweet. But if you cannot
smell, does the rose lose its sweetness? The
first and definitive book on the psychology
of smell, The Scent of Desire traces the
importance of smell in our lives, from
nourishment to procreation to our
relationships with the people closest to us
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and the world at large. Smell was the very
first sense to evolve and is located in the
same part of the brain that processes
emotion, memory, and motivation. To our
ancestors, the sense of smell wasn't just
important, it was crucial to existence and it
remains so today. Our emotional, physical,
even sexual lives are profoundly shaped by
both our reactions to and interpretations of
different smells. Why do some people like a
certain smell and others hate it? Is smell
personal or cultural? How does smell affect
our choices and our daily lives? Rachel Herz
explores these questions and examines the
role smell plays in our lives, and how this
most essential of senses is imperative to our
physical and emotional well-being. Herz
investigates how our sense of smell
functions, examines what purpose it serves,
and shows how inextricably it is linked to
our survival. She introduces us to people who
have lost their ability to smell and shows
how their experiences confirm this sense's
importance by illuminating the traumatic
effect its loss has on the quality of day-today living. Herz illustrates how profoundly
scent and the sense of smell affect our daily
lives with numerous examples and personal
accounts based on her years of research. The
wonders of our sense of smell are all
explored in a compelling and engaging manner,
from emotions and memory to aromatherapy and
pheromones. For anyone who has ever wondered
about human nature or been curious about the
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secrets of both the body and the mind, The
Scent of Desire is a fascinating, down-toearth tour of the psychology and biology of
our most neglected sense, the sense of smell.

Art Scents
The ultimate guide to the smells of the
universe - the ambrosial to the malodorous,
and everything in between - from the author
of the acclaimed culinary guides On Food and
Cooking and Keys to Good Cooking From Harold
McGee, James Beard Award-winning author and
leading expert on the science of food and
cooking, comes an extensive exploration of
the awe-inspiring world of smell. In Nose
Dive, McGee takes us on a sensory-filled
adventure, from the sulfurous nascent earth
more than four billion years ago, to the
sweetly fragrant Tian Shan mountain range
north of the Himalayas, to the keyboard of
your laptop, where trace notes of
formaldehyde escape between the keys. We'll
sniff the ordinary (wet pavement and cut
grass) and extraordinary (fresh bread and
chocolate), the delightful (roses and
vanilla) and the unpleasant (spoiled meat and
rotten eggs). We'll smell each other. We'll
smell ourselves. Through it all, McGee
familiarizes us with the actual bits of
matter that we breathe in -- the molecules
that trigger our perceptions, that prompt the
citrusy smells of coriander and beer and the
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medicinal smells of daffodils and sea
urchins. And like everything in the physical
world, molecules have histories. Many of the
molecules that we smell every day existed
long before any creature was around to smell
them -- before there was even a planet for
those creatures to live on. Beginning with
the origins of those molecules in
interstellar space, McGee moves onward
through the smells of our planet, the air and
the oceans, the forest and the meadows and
the city, all the way to the smells of
incense, perfume, wine, and food. Here is a
story of the world, of all of the smells
under our collective nose. A work of
astounding scholarship and originality, Nose
Dive distills the science behind the smells
and translates it, as only McGee can, into an
accessible and entertaining guide.
Incorporating the latest insights of biology
and chemistry, and interwoven with personal
observations, McGee reveals how our sense of
smell has the power to expose invisible,
intangible details of our material world and
life, and trigger in us feelings that are the
very essence of being alive.

Everything Flows
Why is our sense of smell so underappreciated? We tend to think of smell as a
vestigial remnant of our pre-human past,
doomed to gradual extinction, and we go to
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great lengths to eliminate smells from our
environment, suppressing body odour, bad
breath and other smells. Living in a
relatively odour-free environment has numbed
us to the importance that smells have always
had in human history and culture. In this
major new book Robert Muchembled restores
smell to its rightful place as one of our
most important senses and examines the
transformation of smells in the West from the
Renaissance to the beginning of the 19th
century. He shows that in earlier centuries,
the air in towns and cities was often
saturated with nauseating emissions and
dangerous pollution. Having little choice but
to see and smell faeces and urine on a daily
basis, people showed little revulsion; until
the 1620s, literature and poetry delighted in
excreta which now disgust us. The smell of
excrement and body odours were formative
aspects of eroticism and sexuality, for the
social elite and the popular classes alike.
At the same time, medicine explained
outbreaks of plague by Satan's poisonous
breath corrupting the air. Amber, musk and
civet came to be seen as vital bulwarks
against the devil's breath: scents were worn
like armour against the plague. The
disappearance of the plague after 1720 and
the sharp decline in fear of the devil meant
there was no longer any point in using
perfumes to fight the forces of evil, paving
the way for the olfactory revolution of the
18th century when softer, sweeter perfumes,
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often with floral and fruity scents, came
into fashion, reflecting new norms of
femininity and a gentler vision of nature.
This rich cultural history of an underappreciated sense will be appeal to a wide
readership.

The Scent of Desire
"The pursuit of science by professional
scientists every day bears less and less
resemblance to the perception of science by
the general public. It is not the rule-based,
methodical system for accumulating facts that
dominates the public view. Rather it is the
idiosyncratic, often bumbling search for
understanding in mostly uncharted places. It
is full of wrong turns, cul-de-sacs, mistaken
identities, false findings, errors of fact
and judgment-and the occasional remarkable
success. The widespread but distorted view of
science as infallible originates in an
education system that teaches nothing but
facts using very large, very frightening
textbooks, and is spread by media that report
on discoveries but almost never on process.
It is further reinforced by politicians who
pay for it and want to use it to determine
policy and therefore want it right and, worst
of all, sometimes by scientists who learn
early on that talking too much about failures
and not enough about successes can harm their
careers. Failure, then, is a book that seeks
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to make science more appealing by exposing
its faults. In this sequel to Ignorance,
Stuart Firestein shows us that scientific
enterprise is riddled with failures, and that
this is not only necessary but good. Failure
reveals how science got its start, when
humans began to use a process-trial and erroras a kind of recipe that includes a hefty
dose of failure. It gives the nonscientifically trained public an insider's
view of how science is actually done, with
the aim of making it accessible,
comprehensible, and entertaining."--Publisher
description.

Smells
Marking the centennial of Alfred Russel
Wallace's death, James Costa presents an
elegant edition of the "Species Notebook" of
1855-1859, which Wallace kept during his
Malay Archipelago expedition. Presented in
facsimile with text transcription and
annotations, this never-before-published
document provides a window into the travels,
trials, and genius of the co-discoverer of
natural selection. In one section, headed
"Note for Organic Law of Change"--a critique
of geologist Charles Lyell's antievolutionary arguments--Wallace sketches a
book he would never write, owing to the
unexpected events of 1858. In that year he
sent a manuscript announcing his discovery of
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natural selection to Charles Darwin. Lyell
and the botanist Joseph Hooker proposed a
joint reading at the Linnean Society of his
scientific paper with Darwin's earlier
private writings on the subject. Darwin would
go on to publish On the Origin of Species in
1859, to much acclaim; pre-empted, Wallace's
first book on evolution waited two decades,
but by then he had abandoned his original
concept. On the Organic Law of Change
realizes in spirit Wallace's unfinished
project, and asserts his stature as not only
a founder of biogeography and the preeminent
tropical biologist of his day but as Darwin's
equal.

Adrenaline
"One of the most productive of all laboratory
animals, Drosophila has been a key tool in
genetics research for nearly a century. At
the center of Drosophila culture from 1910 to
1940 was the school of Thomas Hunt Morgan and
his students Alfred Sturtevant and Calvin
Bridges, who, by inbreeding fruit flies,
created a model laboratory creature - the
'standard' fly. By examining the material
culture and working customs of Morgan's
research group, [the author] brings to light
essential features of the practice of
experimental science. [This book] takes a
broad view of experimental work, ranging from
how the fly was introducted into the
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laboratory and how it was physically
redesigned for use in genetic mapping, to how
the 'Drosophilists' organized an
international network for exchanging fly
stocks that spread their practices around the
world"--Back cover.

Nose Dive
Challenging the belief that the sense of
smell diminished during human evolution,
Shepherd argues that this sense, which
constitutes the main component of flavor, is
far more powerful and essential than
previously believed. --from publisher
description

Multisensory Experiences
How do we determine right from wrong?
Conscience illuminates the answer through
science and philosophy. In her brilliant work
Touching a Nerve, Patricia S. Churchland, the
distinguished founder of neurophilosophy,
drew from scientific research on the brain to
understand its philosophical and ethical
implications for identity, consciousness,
free will, and memory. In Conscience, she
explores how moral systems arise from our
physical selves in combination with
environmental demands. All social groups have
ideals for behavior, even though ethics vary
among different cultures and among
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individuals within each culture. In trying to
understand why, Churchland brings together an
understanding of the influences of nature and
nurture. She looks to evolution to elucidate
how, from birth, our brains are configured to
form bonds, to cooperate, and to care. She
shows how children grow up in society to
learn, through repetition and rewards, the
norms, values, and behavior that their
parents embrace. Conscience delves into
scientific studies, particularly the
fascinating work on twins, to deepen our
understanding of whether people have a
predisposition to embrace specific ethical
stands. Research on psychopaths illuminates
the knowledge about those who abide by no
moral system and the explanations science
gives for these disturbing individuals.
Churchland then turns to philosophy—that of
Socrates, Aquinas, and contemporary thinkers
like Owen Flanagan—to explore why morality is
central to all societies, how it is
transmitted through the generations, and why
different cultures live by different morals.
Her unparalleled ability to join ideas rarely
put into dialogue brings light to a subject
that speaks to the meaning of being human.

Smellosophy
A compelling exploration of the mysteries of
environmental toxicity and the community of
“sensitives”—people with powerful, puzzling
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symptoms resulting from exposure to
chemicals, fragrances, and cell phone
signals, that have no effect on “normals.”
They call themselves “sensitives.” Over fifty
million Americans endure a mysterious
environmental illness that renders them
allergic to chemicals. Innocuous staples from
deodorant to garbage bags wreak havoc on
sensitives. For them, the enemy is modernity
itself. No one is born with EI. It often
starts with a single toxic exposure. Then the
symptoms hit: extreme fatigue, brain fog,
muscle aches, inability to tolerate certain
foods. With over 85,000 chemicals in the
environment, danger lurks around every
corner. Largely ignored by the medical
establishment and dismissed by family and
friends, sensitives often resort to odd
ersatz remedies, like lining their walls with
aluminum foil or hanging mail on a
clothesline for days so it can “off-gas”
before they open it. Broudy encounters Brian
Welsh, a prominent figure in the EI
community, and quickly becomes fascinated by
his plight. When Brian goes missing, Broudy
travels with James, an eager, trusting
sensitive to find Brian, investigate this
disease, and delve into the intricate, ardent
subculture that surrounds it. Their
destination: Snowflake, the capital of the EI
world. Located in eastern Arizona, it is a
haven where sensitives can live openly
without fear of toxins or the judgment of
insensitive “normals.” While Broudy’s book is
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wry, pacey, and down-to-earth, it also dives
deeply into compelling corners of medical and
American history. He finds telling parallels
between sensitives and their cultural
forebears, from the Puritans to those
refugees and dreamers who settled the West.
Ousted from mainstream society, these latterday exiles nonetheless shed bright light on
the anxious, noxious world we all inhabit
now.

A Passion for Ignorance
Knowledge is a big subject, says Stuart
Firestein, but ignorance is a bigger one. And
it is ignorance--not knowledge--that is the
true engine of science. Most of us have a
false impression of science as a surefire,
deliberate, step-by-step method for finding
things out and getting things done. In fact,
says Firestein, more often than not, science
is like looking for a black cat in a dark
room, and there may not be a cat in the room.
The process is more hit-or-miss than you
might imagine, with much stumbling and
groping after phantoms. But it is exactly
this "not knowing," this puzzling over thorny
questions or inexplicable data, that gets
researchers into the lab early and keeps them
there late, the thing that propels them, the
very driving force of science. Firestein
shows how scientists use ignorance to program
their work, to identify what should be done,
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what the next steps are, and where they
should concentrate their energies. And he
includes a catalog of how scientists use
ignorance, consciously or unconsciously--a
remarkable range of approaches that includes
looking for connections to other research,
revisiting apparently settled questions,
using small questions to get at big ones, and
tackling a problem simply out of curiosity.
The book concludes with four case
histories--in cognitive psychology,
theoretical physics, astronomy, and
neuroscience--that provide a feel for the
nuts and bolts of ignorance, the day-to-day
battle that goes on in scientific
laboratories and in scientific minds with
questions that range from the quotidian to
the profound. Turning the conventional idea
about science on its head, Ignorance opens a
new window on the true nature of research. It
is a must-read for anyone curious about
science.

What the Nose Knows
Demos Health and the American Academy of
Neurology Present a New Book for Patients
with Smell and Taste Disorders Over 200,000
people visit doctors each year for smell and
taste problems. Since our ability to smell
and taste decreases with age, up to 14
million Americans aged 55 and older may live
with these disorders, undiagnosed. Smell and
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taste disorders affect a person's ability to
enjoy food and drink and may result in
decreased appetite, weight loss, and too much
added sugar and salt in the diet. In severe
cases they may lead to depression. Smell and
taste problems can also interfere with
personal safety, limiting the ability to
notice smoke and potentially harmful
chemicals and gases. Navigating Smell and
Taste Disorders is a unique collaboration
between a doctor and a food consultant that
both addresses the subject of smell and taste
loss and provides food preparation tips and a
special recipe section that will appeal to
other senses and make food attractive again.
This is a must-have reference book for all
those living with smell and taste disorders.
The book covers the whole disorder including
How smell and taste work Causes of smell and
taste problems Treatments What you can expect
when you visit a specialist Recipes that will
appeal to other senses and make food
attractive again First-person accounts of
coping with this disorder Navigating Smell
and Taste Disorders is the inaugural book in
the series Neurology Now Books from the
American Academy of Neurology. Inspired by
Neurology Now, the AAN's leading neurologic
patient information magazine, Neurology Now
Books are written from a multidisciplinary
approach, combining the expertise of a
neurologist with other related experts and
patients and caregivers. Each volume will
provide the reader with the most up-to-date
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information, answers to questions and
concerns, and first-person accounts of others
who are living with a neurologic disorder.

Empire of the Senses
Mental Health Inc
An original and provocative exploration of
our capacity to ignore what is inconvenient
or traumatic Ignorance, whether passive or
active, conscious or unconscious, has always
been a part of the human condition, Renata
Salecl argues. What has changed in our posttruth, postindustrial world is that we often
feel overwhelmed by the constant flood of
information and misinformation. It sometimes
seems impossible to differentiate between
truth and falsehood and, as a result, there
has been a backlash against the idea of
expertise, and a rise in the number of people
actively choosing not to know. The dangers of
this are obvious, but Salecl challenges our
assumptions, arguing that there may also be a
positive side to ignorance, and that by
addressing the role of ignorance in society,
we may also be able to reclaim the role of
knowledge. Drawing on philosophy, social and
psychoanalytic theory, popular culture, and
her own experience, Salecl explores how the
passion for ignorance plays out in many
different aspects of life today, from love,
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illness, trauma, and the fear of failure to
genetics, forensic science, big data, and the
incel movement—and she concludes that
ignorance is a complex phenomenon that can,
on occasion, benefit individuals and society
as a whole. The result is a fascinating
investigation of how the knowledge economy
became an ignorance economy, what it means
for us, and what it tells us about the world
today.

Apollo's Arrow
A powerful examination of what we think we
know about the brain and why -- despite
technological advances -- the workings of our
most essential organ remain a mystery. For
thousands of years, thinkers and scientists
have tried to understand what the brain does.
Yet, despite the astonishing discoveries of
science, we still have only the vaguest idea
of how the brain works. In The Idea of the
Brain, scientist and historian Matthew Cobb
traces how our conception of the brain has
evolved over the centuries. Although it might
seem to be a story of ever-increasing
knowledge of biology, Cobb shows how our
ideas about the brain have been shaped by
each era's most significant technologies.
Today we might think the brain is like a
supercomputer. In the past, it has been
compared to a telegraph, a telephone
exchange, or some kind of hydraulic system.
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What will we think the brain is like
tomorrow, when new technology arises? The
result is an essential read for anyone
interested in the complex processes that
drive science and the forces that have shaped
our marvelous brains.

Philosophy of Olfactory Perception
Famous as the catalyst of the fight or flight
response, adrenaline has also received
forensic attention as a perfect, untraceable
poison—and rumors persist of its power to
revive the dead. True to the spirit of its
topic, Adrenaline is a stimulating journey
that reveals the truth behind adrenaline’s
scientific importance and popular appeal.

The Scientific Method
Games are a unique art form. They do not just
tell stories, nor are they simply conceptual
art. They are the art form that works in the
medium of agency. Game designers tell us who
to be in games and what to care about; they
designate the player's in-game abilities and
motivations. In otherwords, designers create
alternate agencies, and players submerge
themselves in those agencies. Games let us
explore alternate forms of agency. The fact
that we play games demonstrates something
remarkable about the nature of our own
agency: we are capable of incredible fluidity
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with our ownmotivations and rationality.This
volume presents a new theory of games which
insists on games' unique value in human life.
C. Thi Nguyen argues that games are an
integral part of how we become mature, free
people. Bridging aesthetics and practical
reasoning, he gives an account of the special
motivational structure involved inplaying
games. We can pursue goals, not for their own
value, but for the sake of the struggle.
Playing games involves a motivational
inversion from normal life, and the fact that
we can engage in this motivational inversion
lets us use games to experience forms of
agency we might never havedeveloped on our
own. Games, then, are a special medium for
communication. They are the technology that
allows us to write down and transmit forms of
agency. Thus, the body of games forms a
"library of agency" which we can use to help
develop our freedom and autonomy.Nguyen also
presents a new theory of the aesthetics of
games. Games sculpt our practical activities,
allowing us to experience the beauty of our
own actions and reasoning. They are unlike
traditional artworks in that they are
designed to sculpt activities - and to
promote their players' aestheticappreciation
of their own activity.

From Here to There
This book reconsiders the major current
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topics in the philosophy of perception using
olfaction as the paradigm sense. The author
reveals how many of the most basic concepts
of philosophy of perception are based on
peculiarities of visual perception not found
in other modalities, and addresses how
different the philosophy of perception would
be if based on olfaction. The book addresses
several aspects of olfaction, including
perceptual qualities, percepts, olfaction and
cognitive processes, and consciousness. The
first part of the book considers perception
with respect to its ability to guide
behaviors and to make information available
to cognitive processes. The author continues
by addressing the differences between
conscious and non-conscious olfactory
perception, and presents an argument for an
important role of attention in conscious
processes. The book concludes by discussing
the function of conscious brain processes and
their link to guiding behaviors in complex
situations.

Smellosophy
What is temperature, and how can we measure
it correctly? These may seem like simple
questions, but the most renowned scientists
struggled with them throughout the 18th and
19th centuries. In Inventing Temperature,
Chang examines how scientists first created
thermometers; how they measured temperature
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beyond the reach of standard thermometers;
and how they managed to assess the
reliability and accuracy of these instruments
without a circular reliance on the
instruments themselves. In a discussion that
brings together the history of science with
the philosophy of science, Chang presents the
simple eet challenging epistemic and
technical questions about these instruments,
and the complex web of abstract philosophical
issues surrounding them. Chang's book shows
that many items of knowledge that we take for
granted now are in fact spectacular
achievements, obtained only after a great
deal of innovative thinking, painstaking
experiments, bold conjectures, and
controversy. Lurking behind these
achievements are some very important
philosophical questions about how and when
people accept the authority of science.

Conscience: The Origins of Moral
Intuition
Most of our everyday life experiences are
multisensory in nature; that is, they consist
of what we see, hear, feel, taste, smell, and
much more. Almost any experience you can
think of, such as eating a meal or going to
the cinema, involves a magnificent sensory
world. In recent years, many of these
experiences have been increasingly
transformed and capitalised on through
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advancements that adapt the world around us through technology, products, and services to suit our ever more computerised
environment. Multisensory Experiences: Where
the senses meet technology looks at this
trend and offers a comprehensive introduction
to the dynamic world of multisensory
experiences and design. It takes the reader
from the fundamentals of multisensory
experiences, through the relationship between
the senses and technology, to finally what
the future of those experiences may look
like, and our responsibility in it. This book
empowers you to shape your own and other
people's experiences by considering the
multisensory worlds that we live in through a
journey that marries science and practice. It
also shows how we can take advantage of the
senses and how they shape our experiences
through intelligent technological design.

The Invention of Medicine
A wise and insightful exploration of human
navigation, what it means to be lost, and how
we find our way. How is it that we can walk
unfamiliar streets while maintaining a sense
of direction? Come up with shortcuts on the
fly, in places we’ve never traveled? The
answer is the complex mental map in our
brains. This feature of our cognition is
easily taken for granted, but it’s also
critical to our species’ evolutionary
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success. In From Here to There Michael Bond
tells stories of the lost and
found—Polynesian sailors, orienteering
champions, early aviators—and surveys the
science of human navigation. Navigation
skills are deeply embedded in our biology.
The ability to find our way over large
distances in prehistoric times gave Homo
sapiens an advantage, allowing us to explore
the farthest regions of the planet.
Wayfinding also shaped vital cognitive
functions outside the realm of navigation,
including abstract thinking, imagination, and
memory. Bond brings a reporter’s curiosity
and nose for narrative to the latest research
from psychologists, neuroscientists, animal
behaviorists, and anthropologists. He also
turns to the people who design and expertly
maneuver the world we navigate: search-andrescue volunteers, cartographers, ordnance
mappers, urban planners, and more. The result
is a global expedition that furthers our
understanding of human orienting in the
natural and built environments. A beguiling
mix of storytelling and science, From Here to
There covers the full spectrum of human
navigation and spatial understanding. In an
age of GPS and Google Maps, Bond urges us to
exercise our evolved navigation skills and
reap the surprising cognitive rewards.

Black Hole
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The award-winning science writer “packs a lot
of learning into a deceptively light and
enjoyable read” exploring the contentious
history of the black hole (New Scientist).
For more than half a century, physicists and
astronomers engaged in heated dispute over
the possibility of black holes in the
universe. The strange notion of a space-time
abyss from which not even light escapes
seemed to confound all logic. Now Marcia
Bartusiak, author of Einstein’s Unfinished
Symphony and The Day We Found the Universe,
recounts the frustrating, exhilarating, and
at times humorous battles over one of
history’s most dazzling ideas. Bartusiak
shows how the black hole helped revive
Einstein’s greatest achievement, the general
theory of relativity, after decades of
languishing in obscurity. Not until
astronomers discovered such surprising new
phenomena as neutron stars and black holes
did the once-sedate universe transform into
an Einsteinian cosmos, filled with sources of
titanic energy that can be understood only in
the light of relativity. Black Hole explains
how Albert Einstein, Stephen Hawking, and
other leading thinkers completely changed the
way we see the universe.

Neurogastronomy
The scientific method is just over a hundred
years old. From debates about the evolution
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of the human mind to the rise of instrumental
reasoning, Henry M. Cowles shows how the idea
of a single "scientific method" emerged from
a turn inward by psychologists that produced
powerful epistemological and historical
effects that are still with us today.

Navigating Smell and Taste Disorders
The mental health system in America is hardly
the front-burner issue it should be, despite
lip service about reform after each new
tragic mass killing. Yet every American
should care deeply about fixing a system a
presidential commission reported was in
“shambles.†? By some measures, 20 percent of
Americans have some sort of mental health
condition, including the most vulnerable
among us—veterans, children, the elderly,
prisoners, the homeless.With Mental Health,
Inc., award-winning investigative journalist
Art Levine delivers a Shock Doctrine-style
exposé of the failures of our out of control,
profit-driven mental health system, with a
special emphasis on dangerous residential
treatment facilities and the failures of the
pharmaceutical industry, including the
overdrugging of children with antipsychotics
and the disastrous maltreatment of veterans
with PTSD by the scandal-wracked VA.Levine
provides compelling narrative portraits of
victims who needlessly died and some mentally
ill people who won unexpected victories in
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their lives by getting smart, personalized
help from “pyschosocial†? programs that
incorporate safe and appropriate prescribing,
along with therapy and social support. He
contrasts their stories with corrupt Big
Pharma executives and researchers who created
fraudulent marketing schemes. Levine also
tells the dramatic David vs. Goliath stories
of a few brave reformers, including Harvardtrained psychiatrist and researcher Dr.
Stefan Kruszewski, who has acted as a
whistleblower in several major cases, leading
to important federal and state settlements;
in addition, the book spotlights pioneering
clinicians challenging outmoded, drug-andsedate practices that leave 90 percent of
people with serious mental illness too
disabled to work.By taking a comprehensive
look at mental health abuses and dangerous,
ineffective practices as well as pointing
toward solutions for creating a system for
effective, proven and compassionate care, Art
Levine’s essential Mental Health, Inc. is a
call to action for politicians and citizens
alike—needed now more than ever.

The Sensitives
A pioneering exploration of olfaction that
upsets settled notions of how the brain
translates sensory information. Decades of
cognition research have shown that external
stimuli "spark" neural patterns in particular
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regions of the brain. This has fostered a
view of the brain as a space that we can map:
here the brain responds to faces, there it
perceives a sensation in your left hand. But
it turns out that the sense of smell--only
recently attracting broader attention in
neuroscience--doesn't work this way. A. S.
Barwich asks a deceptively simple question:
What does the nose tell the brain, and how
does the brain understand it? Barwich
interviews experts in neuroscience,
psychology, chemistry, and perfumery in an
effort to understand the biological mechanics
and myriad meanings of odors. She argues that
it is time to stop recycling ideas based on
the paradigm of vision for the olfactory
system. Scents are often fickle and boundless
in comparison with visual images, and they do
not line up with well-defined neural regions.
Although olfaction remains a puzzle, Barwich
proposes that what we know suggests the brain
acts not only like a map but also as a
measuring device, one that senses and
processes simple and complex odors.
Accounting for the sense of smell upsets
theories of perception philosophers have
developed. In their place, Smellosophy
articulates a new model for understanding how
the brain represents sensory information.

Games
Publisher description
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The Assisted Reproduction of Race
Everything about the sense of smell
fascinates us, from its power to evoke
memories to its ability to change our moods
and influence our behavior. Yet because it is
the least understood of the senses, myths
abound. For example, contrary to popular
belief, the human nose is almost as sensitive
as the noses of many animals, including dogs;
blind people do not have enhanced powers of
smell; and perfumers excel at their jobs not
because they have superior noses, but because
they have perfected the art of thinking about
scents. In this entertaining and enlightening
journey through the world of aroma, olfaction
expert Avery Gilbert illuminates the latest
scientific discoveries and offers keen
observations on modern culture: how a museum
is preserving the smells of John Steinbeck's
Cannery Row; why John Waters revived the
"smellie" in Polyester; and what innovations
are coming from artists like the Dutch "aroma
jockey" known as Odo7. From brain-imaging
laboratories to the high-stakes world of
scent marketing, What the Nose Knows takes us
on a tour of the strange and surprising realm
of smell.

Against Purity
The world is in a terrible mess. It is toxic,
irradiated, and full of injustice. Aiming to
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stand aside from the mess can produce a
seemingly satisfying self-righteousness in
the scant moments we achieve it, but since it
is ultimately impossible, individual purity
will always disappoint. Might it be better to
understand complexity and, indeed, our own
complicity in much of what we think of as
bad, as fundamental to our lives? Against
Purity argues that the only answer—if we are
to have any hope of tackling the past,
present, and future of colonialism, disease,
pollution, and climate change—is a resounding
yes. Proposing a powerful new conception of
social movements as custodians for the past
and incubators for liberated futures, Against
Purity undertakes an analysis that draws on
theories of race, disability, gender, and
animal ethics as a foundation for an
innovative approach to the politics and
ethics of responding to systemic problems.
Being against purity means that there is no
primordial state we can recover, no Eden we
have desecrated, no pretoxic body we might
uncover through enough chia seeds and
kombucha. There is no preracial state we
could access, no erasing histories of
slavery, forced labor, colonialism, genocide,
and their concomitant responsibilities and
requirements. There is no food we can eat,
clothes we can buy, or energy we can use
without deepening our ties to complex
webbings of suffering. So, what happens if we
start from there? Alexis Shotwell shows the
importance of critical memory practices to
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addressing the full implications of living on
colonized land; how activism led to the
official reclassification of AIDS; why we
might worry about studying amphibians when we
try to fight industrial contamination; and
that we are all affected by nuclear reactor
meltdowns. The slate has never been clean,
she reminds us, and we can’t wipe off the
surface to start fresh—there’s no fresh to
start. But, Shotwell argues, hope found in a
kind of distributed ethics, in collective
activist work, and in speculative fiction
writing for gender and disability liberation
that opens new futures.

Smell: a Very Short Introduction
What will it take to make humanity a
spacefaring species? The usual: good reasons
and good planning. Christopher Wanjek
explores the practical motivations for
striking out into the far reaches of the
solar system and the realities of the
challenge. And he introduces us to the
scientists and entrepreneurs who are already
tackling that challenge.

On the Organic Law of Change
In Empire of the Senses the senses are
considered as cultural systems. Bringing
together classic pieces by key thinkers--from
Marshall McLuhan and Alain Corbin to Susan
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Stewart and Oliver Sacks--as well as newly
commissioned articles, this path-breaking
book provides a comprehensive overview of the
"sensual revolution," where all manner of
disciplines converge. Its aim is to enhance
our understanding of the role of the senses
in history and across cultures by overturning
the hegemony of vision in contemporary theory
and demonstrating that all senses play a role
in mediating cultural experience. It asks
provocative questions that most of us take
for granted. Are there, for example, only
five senses, or is this assumption a Western
construct? This radical contribution to
revisioning cultural studies will be
essential reading for anyone hoping to
understand the full complexity of how we
experience our world.

Spacefarers
This is a comprehensive and unique text that
details the latest research on smell and
taste disorders for use by clinicians and
scientists.

The Idea of the Brain
"An overview of the aesthetic and ethical
issues raised by the contemporary olfactory
arts, which range from gallery and museum
sculptures and installations, through the
enhancement of theatre, film and music with
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scents, to the ambient scenting of stores and
avant-garde chefs' use of scents in cuisine.
Special attention is given to the aesthetics
of perfume and incense and the question of
their art status, as well as to the role of
scent in the appreciation of nature and
gardens. Ethical issues are discussed
regarding ambient scenting, perfume wearing,
and the use of smells in fast-food marketing.
Because of the traditional neglect and
denigration of the sense of smell and its
aesthetic potential by philosophers from Kant
and Hegel to the present, and by Darwin's and
Freud's view of the human sense of smell as a
near useless evolutionary vestige, the first
parts of the book counter that tradition with
both philosophical arguments and evidence
from current evolutionary theory,
neuroscience, psychology, anthropology,
history, linguistics and literature. Although
the focus is on Western olfactory arts, the
book draws on non-Western examples
throughout. The book is aimed at both
philosophers and general readers interested
in the arts, and develops positions that
should stimulate further discussion"--

The Smell of Risk
A pioneering exploration of olfaction that
upsets settled notions of how the brain
translates sensory information. Decades of
cognition research have shown that external
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stimuli “spark” neural patterns in particular
regions of the brain. This has fostered a
view of the brain as a space that we can map:
here the brain responds to faces, there it
perceives a sensation in your left hand. But
it turns out that the sense of smell—only
recently attracting broader attention in
neuroscience—doesn’t work this way. A. S.
Barwich asks a deceptively simple question:
What does the nose tell the brain, and how
does the brain understand it? Barwich
interviews experts in neuroscience,
psychology, chemistry, and perfumery in an
effort to understand the biological mechanics
and myriad meanings of odors. She argues that
it is time to stop recycling ideas based on
the paradigm of vision for the olfactory
system. Scents are often fickle and boundless
in comparison with visual images, and they do
not line up with well-defined neural regions.
Although olfaction remains a puzzle, Barwich
proposes that what we know suggests the brain
acts not only like a map but also as a
measuring device, one that senses and
processes simple and complex odors.
Accounting for the sense of smell upsets
theories of perception philosophers have
developed. In their place, Smellosophy
articulates a new model for understanding how
the brain represents sensory information.

Smellosophy
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Water is arguably the most critical and least
understood of the foundation elements in
brewing beer. Water: A Comprehensive Guide
for Brewers, third in Brewers Publications’
Brewing Elements series, takes the mystery
out of water’s role in the brewing process.
The book leads brewers through the chemistry
and treatment of brewing water, from an
overview of water sources, to adjusting water
for different beer styles, and different
brewery processes, to wastewater treatment.
The discussions include how to read water
reports, understanding flavor contributions,
residual alkalinity, malt acidity, and mash
pH.

Failure
A timely exploration of how odor seeps into
structural inequality Our sense of smell is a
uniquely visceral—and personal—form of
experience. As Hsuan L. Hsu points out, smell
has long been spurned by Western aesthetics
as a lesser sense for its qualities of
subjectivity, volatility, and materiality.
But it is these very qualities that make
olfaction a vital tool for sensing and
staging environmental risk and inequality.
Unlike the other senses, smell extends across
space and reaches into our bodies. Hsu traces
how writers, artists, and activists have
deployed these embodied, biochemical
qualities of smell in their efforts to
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critique and reshape modernity’s olfactory
disparities. The Smell of Risk outlines the
many ways that our differentiated atmospheres
unevenly distribute environmental risk.
Reading everything from nineteenth-century
detective fiction and naturalist novels to
contemporary performance art and memoir, Hsu
takes up modernity’s differentiated
atmospheres as a subject worth sniffing out.
From the industrial revolution to current-day
environmental crises, Hsu uses ecocriticism,
geography, and critical race studies to, for
example, explore Latinx communities exposed
to freeway exhaust and pesticides, Asian
diasporic artists’ response to racialized
discourse about Asiatic odors, and the
devastation settler colonialism has reaped on
Indigenous smellscapes. In each instance, Hsu
demonstrates the violence that air
maintenance, control, and conditioning enacts
on the poor and the marginalized. From
nineteenth-century miasma theory theory to
the synthetic chemicals that pervade twentyfirst century air, Hsu takes smell at face
value to offer an evocative retelling of
urbanization, public health, and
environmental violence.

Ignorance
Our sense of smell - or olfaction as it is
technically known - is our most enigmatic
sense. It can conjure up memories, taking us
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back to very specific places and emotions,
whilst powerful smells can induce strong
feelings of hunger or nausea. In the animal
kingdom smell can be used to find food, a
mate, or a home; to sense danger; and to send
and receive complex messages with other
members of a species. Yet despite its
fundamental importance in our mental life and
in the existence of all animals, our
scientific understanding of how smell works
is limited. In this Very Short Introduction,
Matthew Cobb describes the latest scientific
research on smell in humans and other
mammals, in insects, and even in fish. He
looks at how smell evolved, how animals use
it to navigate and communicate, and disorders
of smell in humans. Understanding smell,
especially its neurobiology, has proved a big
challenge, but olfactory science has revealed
genetic factors that determine what we can
and cannot smell, and why some people like a
given smell while others find it unbearable.
He ends by considering future treatments for
smell disorders, and speculating on the role
of smell in a world of robots. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series
from Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject
area. These pocket-sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts,
analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.
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A Natural History of Color
The use of assisted reproductive technologies
(ART)—in vitro fertilization, artificial
insemination, and gestational
surrogacy—challenges contemporary notions of
what it means to be parents or families.
Camisha A. Russell argues that these
technologies also bring new insight to ideas
and questions surrounding race. In her view,
if we think of ART as medical technology, we
might be surprised by the importance that
people using them put on race, especially
given the scientific evidence that race lacks
a genetic basis. However if we think of ART
as an intervention to make babies and
parents, as technologies of kinship, the
importance placed on race may not be so
surprising after all. Thinking about race in
terms of technology brings together the
common academic insight that race is a social
construction with the equally important
insight that race is a political tool which
has been and continues to be used in
different contexts for a variety of ends,
including social cohesion, economic
exploitation, and political mastery. As
Russell explores ideas about race through
their role in ART, she brings together social
and political views to shift debates from
what race is to what race does, how it is
used, and what effects it has had in the
world.
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Learning to Smell
A star curator at the American Museum of
Natural History widens the palette and shows
how the physical, natural, and cultural
context of color are inextricably tied to
what we see right before our eyes. Is color a
phenomenon of science or a thing of art? Over
the years, color has dazzled, enhanced, and
clarified the world we see, embraced through
the experimental palettes of painting, the
advent of the color photograph, Technicolor
pictures, color printing, on and on, a vivid
and vibrant celebrated continuum. These turns
to represent reality in “living color” echo
our evolutionary reliance on and indeed
privileging of color as a complex and vital
form of consumption, classification, and
creation. It’s everywhere we look, yet do we
really know much of anything about it?
Finding color in stars and light, examining
the system of classification that determines
survival through natural selection, studying
the arrival of color in our universe and as a
fulcrum for philosophy, DeSalle’s brilliant A
Natural History of Color establishes that an
understanding of color on many different
levels is at the heart of learning about
nature, neurobiology, individualism, even a
philosophy of existence. Color and a fine
tuned understanding of it is vital to
understanding ourselves and our
consciousness.
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Lords of the Fly
This is an open access title available under
the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 International
licence. It is free to read at Oxford
Scholarship Online and offered as a free PDF
download from OUP and selected open access
locations. There are two very general ways in
which we can think about the world. The more
traditional one is that it is fundamentally
composed of enduring things, and that any
changes we observe are really secondary. The
moreradical alternative is that the world
essentially consists of processes, and that
the things we discern are only static
snapshots of an ever-changing reality. This
book defends this latter view in thespecific
context of the living world. It argues that
biology is the study of the processes that
constitute living beings, and that all the
things biologists study ultimately derive
their existence from more basic processes.
The eighteen essays in this volume consider
the philosophical and scientific consequences
of thinking about life in processual terms.

Inventing Temperature
A preeminent classics scholar revises the
history of medicine. Medical thinking and
observation were radically changed by the
ancient Greeks, one of their great legacies
to the world. In the fifth century BCE, a
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Greek doctor put forward his clinical
observations of individual men, women, and
children in a collection of case histories
known as the Epidemics. Among his working
principles was the famous maxim "Do no harm."
In The Invention of Medicine, acclaimed
historian Robin Lane Fox puts these
remarkable works in a wider context and
upends our understanding of medical history
by establishing that they were written much
earlier than previously thought. Lane Fox
endorses the ancient Greeks' view that their
texts' author, not named, was none other than
the father of medicine, the great Hippocrates
himself. Lane Fox's argument changes our
sense of the development of scientific and
rational thinking in Western culture, and he
explores the consequences for Greek artists,
dramatists and the first writers of history.
Hippocrates emerges as a key figure in the
crucial change from an archaic to a classical
world. Elegantly written and remarkably
learned, The Invention of Medicine is a
groundbreaking reassessment of many aspects
of Greek culture and city life.

Water
A piercing and scientifically grounded look
at the emergence of the coronavirus pandemic
and how it will change the way we live —
"excellent and timely." (The New Yorker)
Apollo's Arrow offers a riveting account of
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the impact of the coronavirus pandemic as it
swept through American society in 2020, and
of how the recovery will unfold in the coming
years. Drawing on momentous (yet dimly
remembered) historical epidemics,
contemporary analyses, and cutting-edge
research from a range of scientific
disciplines, bestselling author, physician,
sociologist, and public health expert
Nicholas A. Christakis explores what it means
to live in a time of plague — an experience
that is paradoxically uncommon to the vast
majority of humans who are alive, yet deeply
fundamental to our species. Unleashing new
divisions in our society as well as
opportunities for cooperation, this 21stcentury pandemic has upended our lives in
ways that will test, but not vanquish, our
already frayed collective culture. Featuring
new, provocative arguments and vivid examples
ranging across medicine, history, sociology,
epidemiology, data science, and genetics,
Apollo's Arrow envisions what happens when
the great force of a deadly germ meets the
enduring reality of our evolved social
nature.
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